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The title of this talk is going to be Now is the Perfect Time – what we are doing here. 
 
In fact there has never been a more perfect time in many thousands of years.  We are 
transforming, we are awakening, and the increasingly potent energies present now are 
supporting us.  
 
So let’s look at what is going on with the increased potent energies around us.  
 
The ancient Hindus speak of times of dark and times of light – We are coming out of the 
years of dark they call Kali Yuga and are coming into the years of light called Satya 
Yuga or the golden age. with a transition period between these – we are in the 
transition.   
 
The Mayans, who were expert astronomers also predicted a coming golden age in their 
calendars and knew the time it took for our solar system to orbit the galaxy as well as 
when we will come into certain high intensity energy belts and then out of them. Ages of 
dark and light. Aboriginal shamanic teachers throughout the world have similar stories, 
based on our place among the stars. 
 
So what is our place among the stars?   
 
Slide  1– page 7 
 
This picture is a rendition of a photon belt – an intense energy system around certain 
stars in our universe.  This intense energy is accumulated from waves emanating from 
the center of our galaxy.   
 
SLIDE 2  - page 8 
 
The closest star to us that has such an especially immense photon belt is called 
Alcyone, which is the central star in the Pleiades star system. The Pleiades are also 
known historically as the 7 sisters because we can see 7 of the stars in this system with 
our naked eyes. There are actually far more than 7. Scientist believe there are 
thousands of stars in this system  
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Alcyone. It is about 8 times the size of our sun. Alcyone is represented here as that 
large blue ball in the center of the photon belt that looks here like a donut. As you can 
see, the other stars in the Pleiadian system orbit Alcyone, the central star. 
 
Yes! There are stars that orbit other stars in our galaxy. The central star. Alcyone, in 
turn orbits the center light of our galaxy, accompanied by her orbiting stars and their 
planets. 
 
So why is this at all important to envisioning a new earth?    
 
So, look closer and you will see that our solar system, represented here as the red ball 
at the lower left of the Photon Belt also orbits Alcyone; and, according to witionary.org, 
(https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Citations:photon_belt) Alcyone is the outermost star of this 
system. Yes, we are also part of the Pleiadian star system. This rendition here is not 
proportional.  Our sun is far away - about  400 light years away from Alcyone/  
 
This is a real clue, isn’t it?, as to why the Pleiades have been so important to the Earth.  
 
The Pleiades stars and their inhabitants have been spoken of throughout history 
including the Vedic manuscripts, many shaman visionaries throughout the world and 
especially the Mayans who were great mathematicians,  physicist and astronomers.    
 
The photon belt here indicated by the donut shaped object is very important to us.  It is 
made up of streams of photons highly charged with energies.  
 
As you can see It takes our sun around 26,000 years to orbit Alcyone, During the orbit 
our solar system travels through a portion of the Photon Belt approximately every 
13,000 years, passing through it twice during one orbiting cycle.  
 
The earth now is approaching the photon belt and coming into some very high and 
intense energies. The age of light, the ancients called this. As you can see it will take us 
2000 years to cross through the photon belt. While moving through this belt, to quote 
again form Wiktionary, there is a great quickening of our solar system and on earth that 
will be transforming  It is the basis for many stories of this as a time of ascension into a 
new state of body, mind and consciousness, some call the 5th dimension.  
 
So things are speeding up and some say our solar system will be in the Photon Belt by 
2025.  
 
Some western scientists call all this into question and believe it is a just new age thing.  
Maybe that’s because our rover cameras cannot photograph the Photon Belt. it is not 
physical, it’s a quantum energy pattern. However ancient peoples all around the world 
have described this Photon Belt, calculated the time of our sun’s entrance and exit of 
this belt  and its incredible effect on the evolution of the earth.   
 

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Citations:photon_belt)
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Whatever, there is simply no doubt the energies are greatly increasing now and science 
is catching up to the point it cannot be denied.   
 
SLIDE 3 – page 9 
 
Here is a photo from the Adler Planetarium showing earth entering a cosmic cloud 
formation of high energy  and you can see the circular shapes similar to the Photon 
Belt.    
 
SLIDE 4 – page 10 
 
We have other proof of increased energies in our atmosphere. Here is a graph which 
measures the Schuman Resonance or frequency bands in our upper atmosphere  - the 
outer atmosphere between 50 miles and 500 miles above the earth.  
 
This picture is a typical chart – this one shows the resonance for a day in May 2020.   
You can see the white colored spikes of intense energy. These spikes used to be 
infrequent but are definitely showing much more these days.  Scientists say these 
spikes in frequency began to be seem more and more during the past 3 years and the 
increase is steadily going up.  
 
Slide 5 – page 10 
 
Anyone can go online 24/7 and see an hour by hour graph of the Schumann resonance.  
This is a screen shot I took yesterday around 12:30pm our time. Some commenters on 
the site said yesterday set a record. Look at all the white colored high intensity flairs.  
 
So, the energies have increased and are increasing more. The vibrations are getting 
higher. What is a vibration? The simple definition is the rate of spin. All dynamics in 
manifestation have an oscillation of some sort, electrons moving around in an atom for 
example. The faster the spin the more intense the energy. And what does that mean for 
us?  The faster the rate of spin, the greater the energy coming in to us and flowing out 
from us.   
 
Which means, for example, that our thoughts, which are forms of energy, are stronger 
and go out faster with more effect. Since our thoughts and imaginations create our 
reality, our created reality is appearing faster. So our thoughts and imaginings whether 
positive or negative are being more quickly and more strongly out-pictured. In other 
words, we are becoming more powerful creators and also more powerful destroyers. 
 
In this group we are going to become aware of this and use it in our lives. We will learn 
what powerful creators we are by simple observation.   
 
We are in very interesting times with this quickening.  Synchronicities are more 
prevalent. Experiences of things just appearing suddenly are increasing – whether they 
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are surprising positive things or sudden and totally unexpected setbacks, guidance is 
coming in more quickly and deliberately. 
 
Are you beginning to see why this is the perfect time to do what we will be doing here as 
a group? 
  
Our solar system is transitioning into an eventual new normal in a higher/quicker energy 
field and we are doing the same.  It’s pretty obvious.  
 
We are in a transition phase and transitions are not easy and can be quite confusing.  
We cling to all that we have had and count on having - all the old ways that need to 
change.  If we really look we can see so many habits and things that cannot sustain in 
the higher energies we are approaching. In these higher energies, we cannot sustain 
anger, judgement, greed, possessiveness, division, and so much more.  
 
But on the bright side, we have energies coming in that support our higher selves, our 
creativity, our spiritual and physical transformation IF we allow the flow of this energy to 
take us there and come into harmony with the greater positive potentials.  
 
Which brings us to something else – and that is that perfect transformational agent. We 
call it chaos. There has been so much scientific talk about chaos in the past several 
decades and how it is circular in its regularity in nature and in everything else.  
 
We can look out now and see a lot of chaos happening around the world. Things are 
falling apart in many areas of life. Many things don’t seem to make sense. Making 
decisions is difficult because we don’t have any surety about the future at all – not like 
we are used to.   
 
Most of my friends probably 3/4th of them want to move and live somewhere else, only a 
very few have any idea where they want to go, they just want to go. Go away. 
 
Let’s come to understand that chaos is our friend. Uncertainty is our friend because it 
opens us up to new possibilities. Spiritual teacher, Deepak Chopra, who is also very 
interested in quantum mechanics, often says: Every great change is preceded by 
chaos.”  
 
That makes a lot of sense doesn’t it?  Things need to be broken down in order to be 
rebuilt into something different.  That something different can be what we would love to 
see, or we can go with what someone else wants, or just sit and allow whatever (NOT 
advised). 
 
I have watched the transforming power of chaos in my life.  My twin sister and my late 
husband, suffered debilitating, bed-ridden illnesses.  Both of them lost almost everything 
they assumed was a part of them… their ability to take care of themselves, their 
passions and interests, their mobility and freedom, their bodies usefulness, their quick 
minds, their energy – so much. All was chaos, not knowing what would happen in the 
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next minutes with little resources to deal with it. Both of them after surrendering 
everything, had incredible awakening experiences and left reflecting more joy than I had 
ever seen in them – they transformed.  
 
The mystic teachers all say we have to die to our ego selves to find our real selves.  
The act of dying the ego is chaotic and difficult; but worth it, they have said. 
 
And forest fires- what chaos, then the trees come back more strong and durable than 
ever.  Transformed. 
 
So as Deepak Chopra said, Every great change is preceded by chaos.  
  
So if chaos is a harbinger of transformation, we must be transforming big time, right!  
Just look at this world, look at some of the things in our own lives. I know a lot of people 
who want to minimalize, donate and get rid of things they don’t need in their homes, 
lighten up the load. What is happening? Seems like preparation for transformation to 
me. 
 
Getting rid of the load also means bringing up old issues within ourselves to be seen 
and healed. This is also what is happening in our world. So much is coming up to be 
seen. Our environment, our children, our communities and our country, its people, the 
separations and anger, and so much more.   
 

We are in the best time right now for transformation than we have 
been in many thousands of years. It is the perfect, perfect time. 
 
We can stand up, be strong in the understanding of why this chaos has to be and what 
we will do to replace the old and falling systems. How will we rebuild when old systems 
don’t work anymore and there is only chaos? The state of chaos is a fecund and 
powerful place for envisioning and choosing what will be.   
 
What will be our dream for ourselves and our planet? Will we allow others to choose, or 
will we stand strong in our power as multidimensional creators of destiny? Will we 
ascend to a place where Love is Lord by creating it ourselves?   
 
We have been granted free will and free choice as to where we place our beautiful 
powerful consciousness. We can weather the chaos and stand in our power as we 
ignite our noble dream of beauty with our strong passion, compassion and 
perseverance.   
 
And we have each other – our fellow travelers here in one of the most incredible times.  
We must have chosen or even fought for the privilege to be here now – this time of 
chaos and transformation where we have the opportunity to enjoy the show and even 
get to choose how it turns out. What an honor! 
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The best metaphor for transformation is an animal who has no free will but instead is a 
beautiful teacher of how to endure the chaos and the amazing transformation it brings.  
 
Slide 6 page 11  
 
The caterpillar covers himself in a confining case made from his own body. And while in 
the dark cocoon, all his legs and every part of his body breaks down and becomes a 
slushy liquid. He must think he is dying, no legs, no eyes, no light – nothing! Then, new 
things  grow in the darkness, new eyes, sudden wings, new colors. 
 
Slide 7 page 11 
 
Then after 10 days of darkness, he emerges transformed beyond even our 
understanding – a beautiful creature with new potentials, new senses, new everything. 
All because he gracefully surrendered to the time of chaos. 
 
This New Earth visioning project was formed because I was told to do it by something, 
my higher self, Source, something else it seemed. And the more I get into the things I’ve 
been talking about here, the more I understand why I was told to do this. 
 
As I previously said, there have been many synchronicities and help seemingly 
appearing from the ethers in the form of people, articles, books, words and insights 
suddenly appearing in my mind. And all this quickly – almost overnight it seems.  We 
are DEFINITELY in a quickening time.  
 
In this time can we create a new world?  What I believe in my heart is that we can do 
this. I know what we really are because I have been there. I forget sometimes, but it is 
time to constantly remember. Time for all of us to wake and remember we are powerful 
multidimensional co-creators and this quickening, I believe, will prove it.  
 
Let’s work together to get through the chaos but also to use its gifts and envision what 
we want with all our hearts.   
 
Then we too will emerge from the chaos, as butterflies of our own design. This is not 
only the perfect time, it is the only time and what a perfect opportunity!  We chose to be 
here at this time where the chances for spiritual growth are so incredible. There is a 
reason you are here on earth now. There is reason you are with us tonight.  
 
Thank you for being here and listening. I bow to that reason in each of you, whatever it 
is. 
 
Ok, that’s my two cents.  I would love to hear yours. 
 
What do you think about any of this? 
Do you have any questions?  
Also what would you like to get form our meetings?  
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Do you have any insights, anything you can add to what has been said?  
We would love to hear about any transformations you have experienced new attitudes, 
new insights new interests? 
What brought you here tonight?  
 

Slide 1 
 

 
 
Reference:  Article in discover.hubpages.com 
Link:  https://discover.hubpages.com/education/Photon-Belt-or-Golden-Nebula-is-
Earths-Ticket-To-Ascension 
 
 
 
 
 

https://discover.hubpages.com/education/Photon-Belt-or-Golden-Nebula-is-Earths-Ticket-To-Ascension
https://discover.hubpages.com/education/Photon-Belt-or-Golden-Nebula-is-Earths-Ticket-To-Ascension
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Slide 2 

 

 
 
 
From article in UniversalLifeTools.com  Website of Simone Mathews 
 
Link: https://www.universallifetools.com/2010/05/the-photon-belt-2012-the-wave-of-
love/# 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.universallifetools.com/2010/05/the-photon-belt-2012-the-wave-of-love/
https://www.universallifetools.com/2010/05/the-photon-belt-2012-the-wave-of-love/
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SLIDE 3 

 
 
 

Our local interstellar environment. 
IBEX data shows that our Solar System is currently located 

within the boundary of the Local Cloud. 
Image Credit: IBEX team, M. Paternostro (The Adler Planetarium), 

Dr. P. Frisch (University of Chicago), Dr. S. Redfield (Wesleyan University) 
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SLIDE 4 
 
 

 
 

Slide 5 
 

 
 
Resources of Slides 4 & 5: 
https://noc.galacticage.org/schumann-resonance/ 
https://twitter.com/schumannbot?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctw
gr%5Eauthor 
 
 

 
 

https://noc.galacticage.org/schumann-resonance/
https://twitter.com/schumannbot?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://twitter.com/schumannbot?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
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SLIDE 6   
 

 
 
 

SLIDE 7 

 


